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Any material can be called as refractory, if it can 
withstand the action of abrasive or corrosive solids, 
liquids or gases at high temperature.

What is refractory ?



18501850Ti OTi O22Titanium oxideTitanium oxide

17151715SiSi OO22SilicaSilica

28002800Mg OMg OMagnesiaMagnesia

22752275CrCr22 OO33Chromium oxideChromium oxide

21802180FeOCrFeOCr22OO33ChromiteChromite

25702570CaOCaOLimeLime

20502050AlAl22 OO33AluminaAlumina

Melting Melting 
temperature, temperature, 
Deg CDeg C

formulaformulaPure compoundPure compound



Areas of application  of Areas of application  of 
refractory     in  boilerrefractory     in  boiler

Castable refractoryCastable refractory —— used for casting to odd used for casting to odd 
shapes in place. Mainly used for bed coil area shapes in place. Mainly used for bed coil area 
and lining the hot gas ducts.and lining the hot gas ducts.
Insulating castableInsulating castable —— used for casting to odd used for casting to odd 
shapes in place. Used as back up to castable shapes in place. Used as back up to castable 
refractory.refractory.
Fireclay cement / air setting mortarFireclay cement / air setting mortar —— used used 
for joining both refractory bricks & insulation for joining both refractory bricks & insulation 
bricks.  bricks.  
Refractory fire bricksRefractory fire bricks ------ used as bricks facing used as bricks facing 
the fire side/ hot side.the fire side/ hot side.



Insulating bricksInsulating bricks —— used as a back up bricks on the used as a back up bricks on the 
colder side of the refractory walls.colder side of the refractory walls.
Refractory tilesRefractory tiles —— used for gas baffling in the boiler used for gas baffling in the boiler 
bank area.bank area.
Ceramic blanketCeramic blanket —— used in between refractory & used in between refractory & 
insulation bricks.insulation bricks.
LT castableLT castable —— used for lining hot gas duct.used for lining hot gas duct.
High alumina castable refractoryHigh alumina castable refractory ––used  for casting used  for casting 
insituinsitu. This is used for abrasion resistant application.. This is used for abrasion resistant application.
Chemically bonded castableChemically bonded castable –– chemical such as chemical such as 
calcium silicate / sodium silicate solution is used. calcium silicate / sodium silicate solution is used. 



Important  properties of Important  properties of 
refractoryrefractory

Melting pointMelting point : the temperature at which the : the temperature at which the 
refractory melts.refractory melts.
Size & shapeSize & shape: size and  shape to which the : size and  shape to which the 
refractory is cast and  prefired and supplied.refractory is cast and  prefired and supplied.
Bulk densityBulk density: an increase in bulk density : an increase in bulk density 
improves volume stability, heat capacity, improves volume stability, heat capacity, 
resistance to slag penetration.resistance to slag penetration.
PorosityPorosity: This is an important refractory : This is an important refractory 
property particularly when the refractory is in property particularly when the refractory is in 
contact with molten slags.contact with molten slags.



Cold crushing strengthCold crushing strength: Measure of load : Measure of load 
bearing ability, apparently indicates the bearing ability, apparently indicates the 
adequacy of firing and abrasion resistance in adequacy of firing and abrasion resistance in 
consonance with bulk density and porosity.consonance with bulk density and porosity.
Pyrometric  cone equivalentPyrometric  cone equivalent: Temperature at : Temperature at 
which the refractory will deform due to its own which the refractory will deform due to its own 
weight.weight.
Refractoriness under loadRefractoriness under load: an indication of : an indication of 
temperature at which the bricks will collapse in temperature at which the bricks will collapse in 
service conditions with similar load.service conditions with similar load.
Thermal conductivityThermal conductivity: The thickness of the : The thickness of the 
refractory is decided by this property.refractory is decided by this property.
Permanent linear changePermanent linear change: measure of : measure of 
permanent change in dimensionpermanent change in dimension



Refractory bricksRefractory bricks--
manufacturing processmanufacturing process

In general bricks are In general bricks are cast and prefiredcast and prefired in kilns in kilns 
at controlled temperatures. The refractory at controlled temperatures. The refractory 
bricks are made from different raw materials for bricks are made from different raw materials for 
use in different applications.use in different applications.
Fire clayFire clay refractories are made from fireclays refractories are made from fireclays 
and are mainly suitable  for boiler applications.and are mainly suitable  for boiler applications.
High alumina bricksHigh alumina bricks are made from raw are made from raw 
materials, which are rich in alumina. Generally materials, which are rich in alumina. Generally 
used for severe load and temperature used for severe load and temperature 
applications such as cement kilns, glass tanks.applications such as cement kilns, glass tanks.



Silica bricks are made from Silica bricks are made from rocks, which are rocks, which are 
rich in silica.rich in silica. Used in coke oven furnaces.Used in coke oven furnaces.
Magnesite bricks are made from Magnesite bricks are made from magnesite magnesite 
rocksrocks and generally used in copper and lead and generally used in copper and lead 
refining industry.refining industry.
Insulating bricks are made from Insulating bricks are made from highly porous highly porous 
fireclay or kaolin.fireclay or kaolin. Further during manufacturing Further during manufacturing 
porosities are induced so that insulation porosities are induced so that insulation 
properties are improved.properties are improved.



Difference between air setting Difference between air setting 
and heat setting mortarand heat setting mortar

Air settingAir setting mortar joins the bricks once the mortar joins the bricks once the 
temperature is raised to 500 deg C. temperature is raised to 500 deg C. 
Heat settingHeat setting mortar leads to setting of the joint mortar leads to setting of the joint 
only when the temperature is raised above only when the temperature is raised above 
1100 deg C.1100 deg C.



Refractory manufacturing Refractory manufacturing 
places    in Indiaplaces    in India

Raw material for Refractory is mined from earth Raw material for Refractory is mined from earth 
at at 

Dhanbad (Bihar), Dhanbad (Bihar), 
Wankaner (Gujarat), Wankaner (Gujarat), 
Kerala, Kerala, 
Bhilwara (Rajasthan),Bhilwara (Rajasthan),
Panruti (Tamilnadu),Panruti (Tamilnadu),
Nagpur.Nagpur.

Generally the refractory manufacturers are Generally the refractory manufacturers are 
located around the mines.located around the mines.



Major refractory manufacturerMajor refractory manufacturerss

Of late there are many manufacturers in the Of late there are many manufacturers in the 
field of refractory. Almost the products from all field of refractory. Almost the products from all 
of them meet the boiler duty conditions.of them meet the boiler duty conditions.
ACCACC / TATA are some of main manufacturers / TATA are some of main manufacturers 

from whom special refractory products are from whom special refractory products are 
available. available. 



Use of Whytheat K refractory Use of Whytheat K refractory 
castablecastable

Whytheat K castable refractory is used where Whytheat K castable refractory is used where 
service  temperature is high and erosion service  temperature is high and erosion 
resistanceresistance is required. In general fluidised  is required. In general fluidised  
bed zone refractory is by whytheat  K castable. bed zone refractory is by whytheat  K castable. 
In refractory doors the same is used.In refractory doors the same is used.



GUIDE LINES FOR USING REFRACTORY BRICKSGUIDE LINES FOR USING REFRACTORY BRICKS..

Faces of the brick shall be wetted with water. Faces of the brick shall be wetted with water. 
Before applying mortar.Before applying mortar.
The water shall be preferably cold. The water shall be preferably cold. 
Provide proper expansion joint to avoid bulging Provide proper expansion joint to avoid bulging 
of refractory towards furnace. Card board shall of refractory towards furnace. Card board shall 
be used for creating the expansion joint.be used for creating the expansion joint.



GUIDE LINES FOR USING INSULATING BRICKSGUIDE LINES FOR USING INSULATING BRICKS..

Faces of the brick shall be wetted with water Faces of the brick shall be wetted with water 
before applying mortar. But do not soak.before applying mortar. But do not soak.
The water shall be preferably cold. The water shall be preferably cold. 
The expansion joint shall be provided but at a The expansion joint shall be provided but at a 
wider spacing. wider spacing. 







GUIDE LINES FOR USING CASTABLE REFRACTORYGUIDE LINES FOR USING CASTABLE REFRACTORY..

Always empty the full contents of a bag.Always empty the full contents of a bag.
Always mix only to requirement. Always mix only to requirement. 
Use steel drum to prepare the castable. Use steel drum to prepare the castable. 
Use only cold water (<23 deg C) for preparing the Use only cold water (<23 deg C) for preparing the 
castable.castable.
Shutter work shall be applied with an oil coat to prevent Shutter work shall be applied with an oil coat to prevent 
water absorption by wood. water absorption by wood. 
A castable meant for ramming shall be done by ramming. A castable meant for ramming shall be done by ramming. 
While applying castable air pockets shall be removed by While applying castable air pockets shall be removed by 
poking with rod.poking with rod.
Provide expansion gap @ 300 mm spacing.Provide expansion gap @ 300 mm spacing.



GUIDE LINES FOR USING PHOSCAST ON BED COIL GUIDE LINES FOR USING PHOSCAST ON BED COIL 
STUDSSTUDS..

Mix the solution & refractory only to Mix the solution & refractory only to 
recommended ratio.recommended ratio.
Always mix only to requirement. Always mix only to requirement. 
Use steel drum to prepare the castable. Use steel drum to prepare the castable. 
Do not use water.Do not use water.
Castable shall be thumbed in between the studs.Castable shall be thumbed in between the studs.
Thick cardboard sheet shall be wrapped over the Thick cardboard sheet shall be wrapped over the 
castable and held in place by steel wires.castable and held in place by steel wires.



REFRACTORY DRY OUT 
PROCEDURE



1. CURING
2. PREPARATION FOR REFRACTORY DRY 

OUT
3. REFRACTORY DRY OUT PROCEDURE



After the refractory work is completed, the refractory 
work must be properly cured and subject to slow dry 
out process. 
In the absence of proper drying out process, cracks 
occur on the refractory surface. 
Proper attention should be given during initial heat up 
of castable, as they have considerably lower 
permeability when compared to brick.  

Why refractory dry out?



It is more difficult for the water to pass through the 
castable and escape as the refractory is heated more 
rapidly.   
So due to this, high-pressure steam is developed inside 
the brick and this ruptures the lining.

Why refractory dry out?



Rapid heating also causes the hot face to dry and heat 
up while the rest of castable is still comparatively cool.  
This will lead to expansion of hot face and hence 
develops a crack on cold face.

Why refractory dry out?



CURING

All refractory & insulating castables are hydraulic setting 
type and need the presence of moisture for setting 
process. 
So it is necessary to ensure that the castables do not dry 
out to exposure to ambient conditions or due to heat 
produced within the mass.  
It should not be allowed to dry during first 24 hours 
after it has been placed.



CURING

Moist condition has to be maintained by covering the 
castables with wet gunnysacks or by frequent sprinkling 
of fine mist of cold water on all exposed surfaces. 
Sprinkling should be started after the castables are set 
partially.  It is generally advisable to spray water on 
dense castables every 45 minutes for 24 hours.



PREPARATION FOR REFRACTORY DRYOUT

Before programming for the refractory dry out procedure, 
the following have to be ensured.

Boiler erection should have been completed with all 
assemblies, valves, Fittings and necessary 
instrumentation.
Boiler auxiliaries such as fans, Feed pumps should have 
been trial run.
The water level gauge at steam drum should be made 
ready for regular operation.
Supply of adequate fuel and Demineralised water prior to 
starting the operation.



It is preferable to mass flush the major pipelines before 
commencing the operation.
Refractory & Insulation work should be complete. All 
scaffolding, temporary supports, Debris arising out of 
refractory work (such as bricks, Slag wool, stubs, wire 
mesh) should be cleared off.
Provision should be made for permanent lighting facilities 
at all operating floor levels.
Availability of adequate trained personnel shall be 
ensured. Since the drum level will be on manual control 
adequate lighting shall be provided at steam drum. 
Personnel shall be planned for manning the drum level 
manually.



Suitable fire fighting Equipment (such as CO2 or foam 
type fire extinguishers, sand buckets etc) shall be made 
available at suitable convenient locations and Persons 
working in the area shall be conversant with their 
usage.
The drum internal shall be dismantled if wire mesh or 
corrugated plates have been fitted and which are likely 
to accumulate deposits.
All spring supports shall be loaded and temporary 
locking arrangements if any, are to be removed.
Boiler expansion guides shall be in place.
Boiler expansion movement pointers should have been 
erected.



REFRACTORY DRY OUT PROCEDURE

The boiler shall be filled with treated water.  The drum 
air vent / main steam line air vent / Main Steam line 
drain shall be kept open. During the course of slow 
firing, the steam pressure in the boiler steam drum will 
increase. When the drum pressure reaches 2-kg/cm2 g, 
the drum vent shall be closed.
In the case of oil / gas fired boilers, the burner gun and 
flame sensors shall be removed from the burner. In case 
of fluidized bed boiler, the air nozzles & fuel nozzles 
must be covered with bed material. In case of traveling 
grate / dumping grate sand shall be evenly spread over 
the entire grate to a thickness of 100 mm.



No fans should be operated for the heating purpose.   
Firing should be done only by natural draught.  For this 
all dampers should be kept open.
Sufficient quantity of sized firewood required has to be 
stocked for the dry out.
At first stage, the firing is done very slowly. The 
refractory is heated to 100 deg C only. At this 
temperature the refractory is to be held for 48 hrs. This 
permits the gradual release of water from the castable 
refractory. Basically the longer duration is recommended 
here as the castable refractory done at various places 
attain the temperature very gradually.



Further, the rate of rise of temperature should not 
exceed 50°C/hr up to a temperature level of 500°C, soak 
the castable for 6 - 8 hours and later rate of rise in 
temperature may be increased at a rate of 100°C/hr, till 
the service temperature is reached.  The heating from 
500 deg C can be done when the burner is put into 
operation. 
The furnace shall be cooled after the dry out without 
using fans. The slow cooling prevents crack formation.



Slow firing can be done by burning sized waste wood in 
the furnace. The fuel required shall be computed as if 
the boiler would be operated to generate 10% MCR 
load.  The sized wood can be fed in the furnace through 
the manhole.
Refractory dry out would take 72 hours approximately.  
The furnace shall be cleaned thoroughly after the dry 
out process. The boiler water shall be drained once the 
boiler is cooled below 50 deg C. The boiler shall be put 
in to dry or wet preservation as per the preservation 
procedure.


